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Abstract  
The developments brought about by Industry 4.0 will significantly change processes, organization and 
technology within production and logistics systems in the near future. Companies will only be able to 
maintain their competitiveness if they meet the challenges caused by digitization by consequently 
supporting processes of change and by systematically enabling their employees with the help of 
innovative and activating approaches.  

New tendencies and technologies such as Gamification and Virtual Reality hold great potential here 
especially for making an innovative contribution to the development of competencies.  

This paper presents first interim results of the multiperspective requirements analysis regarding 
Serious Games within the research project “CreaLOGtiv – Creative Economic Development of a 
Game-Based Learning Environment for Logistics 4.0”. This paper concludes with recommendations on 
how companies can benefit from the potential that lies in Serious Games. 

Keywords: Innovation, technology, digitalization, logistics, research projects, serious games, 
gamification, pedagogy, further training, competences, competence management.  

1 INTRODUCTION  

1.1 The Digital Working Environment of Logistics 4.0 
The future does not belong “to man or machine, but instead to man and machine” [28]. Autonomous 
transportation systems, intelligent containers or pallets as well as robotics and automation 
technologies constitute “future technologies” which are going to drastically change intralogistics and 
the manufacturing systems [3, 31]. An exemplary overview of technological solutions in the context of 
Industry 4.0 is presented in Straub et al. 2017 [29].These technological and organizational changes 
can especially be experienced in the operational area in logistics and are going to transform the 
employees’ daily working routines. The changes in the context of Industry 4.0 and their influences on 
the working environment, the organization of work, work assignments and competence requirements 
are currently presented in numerous publications, for example Ahrens & Spöttl 2016, and studies, 
such as Spath 2013; Spöttl et al. 2016; Hirschkreisen & Ittermann 2015; Impuls 2015; BCG 2015. [1, 
2, 5, 7, 8, 19, 28] 

Resulting from the literature study analysis, the implications of digitization and autonomization of 
logistic processes within Industry 4.0 on the competence requirements can be summarized as follows 
[37]:  

1 Routine activities, such as e.g. the collection, documentation and inspection of incoming goods 
or the determination of fright weight and volume are going to decrease as part of growing 
options for automation.  

2 The increasing usage of digital media and technologies will require the appropriate professional 
handling of e.g. mobile devices and assistance systems.  

3 Understanding of processes and problem-solving abilities are going to become important key 
competences.  

4 Social and communicative competence becomes a requirement for “Social Manufacturing 
Logistics”.  

5 The previous task fields will be extended by value creating activities (e.g. assembly activities or 
the operation of additive manufacturing processes) as well as by fault management related 
activities and maintenance. 
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6 Information competence becomes a requirement for optimized decision making by means of 
assistance systems. 

7 Deepened technical understanding is going to extend the requirements profile of professions 
such as “warehouse logistics specialist”. 

8 The deployment of employees will become more flexible. 
9 The readiness and the ability of employees to learn on their own will gain importance. 

10 Innovative forms of work, decentralized responsibility and collective work will increase.  

1.2 New Challenges for the Development of Competences   
These changes in the working environment in the operative field of Logistics 4.0 are on the one hand 
necessary to control the system of Industry 4.0 effectively [18], while they entail significantly changed 
competence requirements with regard to employees. Especially the understanding of 
interdependencies of processes as well as the interaction between process, technology and 
organization will be decisive for the competent implementation of these new tasks. Therefore, meta-
cognitive competences such as problem solving and decision making abilities as well as efficient 
communication and holistic understanding of processes are required increasingly [13, 27]. 

Therefore, innovative approaches of skill development, which addresses the needed competence 
areas adequately has to be developed. Especially against the background of the continuously growing 
importance of interdisciplinary competences in the logistics` digital working environment 4.0, 
occupational training requires innovative approaches for competence-oriented further training. 
Competence is here understood as a learnable set of abilities in complex, uncertain situations and in 
the context of open tasks in process-oriented work organizations, which helps to develop problem 
solutions and to create innovations through self-organized action [4,14,15].  

At this point, classical linear approaches for further education such as face-to-face courses as well as 
e-learning and web-based trainings (WBTs) reach their methodological limits. [8, 25] 
In this context, game-based learning and teaching formats such as Serious Games have a great 
potential and been applied increasingly on an international level. [8]  

1.3 Game Based Approaches to competence-oriented further training 
Serious Games, defined as complete (computer) games, which are developed not just to entertain, 
contain principles and mechanisms, which are proven to have a positive influence on the learning 
process and motivation.  

Game Based Approches like Game based learning, Edutainment und Game Theorie are not new in 
particular. The main difference between Serious Games and the formats mentioned above is the 
coherence between gaming and learning process [30]. Instead of linking learning processes to game 
mechanics, Serious Games contain learning processes within the designed context and the game-
story. From a didactic perspective, the great potential lies therefore in the appeal (computer) games 
have in the private sector. By integrating planned learning processes in the game’s systematic, a 
didactic surplus value is anticipated which results in vocational training profiting from the explained 
appeal. By using different types of game design elements (components) and creating game 
mechanics like feedback or the emergence of level design increasing in difficulty and scope can have 
positive effect on the learning process [16, 20,  24, 32]. Applying game mechanics in learning contexts 
will support active, situational and experiential learning. Especially new technologies and virtual 
environments allow the user to immerse in gaming situations and experience the consequences of his 
own action. The interaction between different game mechanics creates an overall image fort he user 
(dynamics). Hereby user experiences like progress, challenge and curiosity are created [32]. Those 
dynamics are ascribed positive effect on learning experience as well and evolve through user’s 
interaction with the game environment. Aspects of constructive, social, emotional and self-regulated 
learning are addressed in particular [24].  
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Figure 1. The Flow-Experience according to Csikszentmihalyi. [see 20] 

Furthermore, immediate feedback, and the continuous increase of complexity support the learning 
process in Serious Games. [31]. 

In a balanced area of tension between competence level and challenge level a so called “Flow-
Experience” arises, showed in figure 1. This is the entire rise in an action or story. Exactly this comfort 
level will be used to promote self-regulated learning processes.  

However, these potentials are very often inhibited by the fact that learning in occupational contexts is 
still perceived as hard work. [24]. Furthermore there is often a lack of theoretical proof for the 
successful employment of Serious Games within companies and it is still not determined if and how 
they actually develop their full potential in the operational practice. [12, 17, 26]. DETERDING et al. 
criticize fundamentally lacking empirical academic research.  [9, 10, 11] 

This paper aims to fill this gap and presents first interim results of a multiperspective empirical 
requirement analysis. The study includes the different views on Serious Games from the perspective 
of game designer and the industrial practice in logistics (strategic management, personnel 
development, operative employees).  

2 METHODOLOGY 
An explorative, qualitative approach has been chosen in order to collect the requirements. The data 
collection and analysis has taken place during qualitative structured interviews and coding with the 
help of methods according to Mayring [21]. Up to now, the multiperspective requirement analysis has 
not been completed. For this reason, this article presents the first interim results and focuses on the 
perspective of game designers and developers.  The data collection and analysis has taken place 
during qualitative structured interviews and coding with the help of methods according to Mayring [23].  

2.1 Data-base and Interview partner 
The data base for the following analysis contains six guideline supported expert interviews. The 
interviews were conducted by telephone in terms of individual interviews and recorded digitally. All the 
six persons are involved professionally in the field of game development. They offer a differentiated 
view of the demands regarding Serious Games due to their expertise and experience. Two interview 
partners are explicitly involved in the development and implementation of game-based approaches for 
the industry. Two others are focuse more on the design process in the field of game development and 
a method-based, need-oriented approach. In addition, one interview partner has a double role. On the 
one hand, he acts as a developer of game-based approaches, on the other hand as a user of these 
applications in his operational logistics processes. The last interview partner develops and uses 
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Serious Games in the field of academic lessons and this is why he focuses more on didactics in the 
context of game development. The interviewed experts are considered here as „crystallisation points“ 
of practical insider knowledge and are representative for a large number of interviewees [6]. 

The explorative approach primarily serves a first approximation to a field of research and its rough 
structure. Through the medium „expert“, in the role of a interview partner as a source of special 
knowledge, information regarding the context are generated. The interview partner has insider 
knowledge due to his affiliation in order to achieve a rough structure of the relevant field of research 
without raising a claim of completeness and ability of standardisation of the data.   

2.2 Data processing and analysis 
On this decision-making basis, the work and analysis of the qualitative data material is effected by 
qualitative content analysis according to MAYRING [23] with the target of presenting the different 
requirements for the development and use of Serious Games as well as bringing them into a structural 
context. Due to the fact that the analysis of data material is based on the method of qualitative content 
analysis according to MAYRING, the type of transcription is also close to the transcription rules of 
MAYRING [22].  

 
Figure 2. Approach of the qualitative data-analysis. [22].  

It is rather important to filter and process the informative content. Therefore, the transcription takes 
place in a straightened shape and close to the real word at the same time. There are two different 
approaches regarding the development of category system, the inductive category formation and the 
deductive category application.  

The qualitative content analysis occurs systematically through a reduction of content. This goes along 
with inductive category formation of the present material. Categorization and systematic text reduction 
occurs an iterative process of content clustering.   

3 RESULTS 
The analysis points out the importance of user-centric game design approaches (user-experience to 
enhance intrinsic learning motivation). Furthermore, didactic treatment (e.g. to focus on the learning 
processes and the balance between challenge and competence) and organisational integration (e.g. 
management and user commitment) are defined as necessary condition for long-term improvements 
to the competence development process.  

The table below shows a sequence of the catalogue of requirements as a result of the qualitative 
content analysis. Here, the requirements are structured in the categories Game design approach, 
Gamedesign and organizational integration. For instance, the category Gamedesign is devided into 
Game context and didactical-treatment, Game content, Game mechanics and Story and Game 
structure. The category designprocess is devided into the sub-categories user-centric game design 
approach an interdisciplinary development. These sub-categories describe two general requirements 
for the designprocess, which were differentiate by concrete examples and recommendations as a 
result from the data analysis. The last category is described as organizational integration, which is 
sectioned into the sub-categories culture and acceptance, embedding in further training, 
organizational stabilization and capacities and resources. These requirements summarize 
recommendations for the implementation of Serious Game in industrial practice.  
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Table 1.   Interim catalogue of requirements. 

Category Sub-category Summarized results of the qualitative analysis
integrating eventual user requirements at an early state

conducting tests, e.g. focus groups
user tests, e.g. panel

methodology for creating player personas
interaction of different parties

pedagogues
domain expert

decider/manager
game designer

initiating development process
autonomous development of content

applying abstract knowledge
enabling self-knowledge and -reflection

supporting self-motivation
enabling emfployees to build up motivation

game content is integral part of work
simulation based and complexly visualized content 

directing to complex visualization  
process understanding

comprehension of causal relationships
very complex storyline

creating micro interaction cycles which compose to higher competences
better transmission of procedural knowlegde

activity orientation, experiencing and exploring things
creating fun

evoking curiosity
appealing and challenging effects

simulated envirionment, referance to reality
assessing every feature's educational value

creating pedagogical value
monitoring and comparison of performance 

no expose of weaker gamers
obligatory possibilities to evolve and try out

no complex instructions to get in 
development oppotunities 

continues development of the game
offer possibilities to fail

openness towards the media

acknowledging learning media

gaming is part of further training and is acknowledged by managers 

technology and game affine employees at the beginning

not only add-on

serious game part of learning program

gaming is part of further training 

embedding in business

defining responsability for advancement

competence development in the enterprise

indclunding contingents, time, and capacity for employees

offer possibilities and space

bearing initial costs

creating technological equipment and infractructure
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In the following we point out some aspects of the requirements analysis as an example. 

3.1 User-centric game design approach 
In order to make the motivation enhancing impact of the so-called flow-experience recreational games 
utilizable for supporting intrinsic learning motivation and the engagement with the learning topic, it is of 
particular importance to find the individual middle course between a challenge and a feeling of 
success.  A basis for this purpose can be individually customized learning paths in accordance with 
the respective skill level as well as the integration of needs-based support on demand. For the 
development of Serious Games, therefore, a comprehensive knowledge of learning prerequisites, 
needs and experiences of the game’s final user group is required. Against this background, a full 
requirement analysis of the target group is indispensable. Especially people who have profound 
previous experiences with recreational games have higher expectations concerning the graphic 
implementation and the design of the game environment because of the possibility of direct 
comparisons with computer and console games. If these demands are not met, this can easily lead to 
demotivation which is to be considered in the development of Serious Games.  

3.2 Game design 
In order to achieve the aim of “Flow-Experience”, the game development process is of fundamental 
importance. To develop a “good” game counts as a necessary condition for using the potentials of 
Serious Games. This means to keep up with the user´s attention and to provide a user-experience of 
fun. Aside to fun, Serious Games should trigger and monitor the user`s development process. So it`s 
necessary to create a world in which the user has the chance to experiment and practice by himself. In 
contrast to classical trainings, which focus on a linear learning process Serious Games should offer an 
open world and the possibility to experiment, fail, learn and repeat.  

In contrast to declarative knowledge relating to factual knowledge such as opening hours or danger 
signs, procedural knowledge describes practical knowledge and implies transfer within different 
contexts. Here, knowledge concerning the appropriate implementation of actions and their actual 
realisation is paramount. [23]. In that sense, the testing and the application of procedural knowledge 
close to the object of work is central in order to build up action routines and experiences as basic 
components of competences. For competence-oriented training in the context of digitization of the 
logistic working environment, it is also central to identify those use cases which are most suitable for 
the integration in game mechanics and which address the necessary competence requirements. 
Especially three-dimensional environments offer the opportunity to develop digital worlds close to the 
real system and to learn without having to fear real consequences here. In this regard, the closing of 
ranks between a simulation environment which is as realistic as possible and game design elements 
as well as a degree of abstraction typical for games with regard to metaphors in order to create 
diversity is of great importance. In contrast to classical trainings, which focus on a linear learning 
process 

3.3 Organizational integration 
On the other hand, development costs are an important aspect, because they must not be significantly 
higher than costs of conventional further training. Professionals demand the display of business 
processes in Serious Games to be as close to reality as possible as well as the usage of preferably 
genuine business data for a precisely fitting and individual development of competences. [DGT15] The 
requirement for a high reference to reality gives rise to two further aspects: firstly, additional high 
demands on safety, especially in case of online-based games and secondly, the closing of ranks 
between a realistic simulation environment and game design elements as well as a degree of 
abstraction typical for games with regard to metaphors in order to create diversity.   

4 CONCLUSIONS 

4.1 Requirement concerning game design and its approach  
Other than classic, linear training formats, Serious Games offer a framework in which it is possible to 
acquire knowledge individually and exploratively while this abstract knowledge is put into practice in a 
meaningful context to gain experience.  
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A game is only as good as the users experience it. Possessing profound knowledge of the 
requirements and expectations of future players and learners respectively is a crucial criterion for the 
learning outcome with the Serious Game.   

Feelings of overload or boredom both lead to frustration and very often as well to the player 
abandoning the game. To avoid both extremes it is necessary to find an individual degree of 
challenge. Knowledge about the skills, competences and previous experiences of the learner play a 
central role here in order to be able to provide needs-based information, support and stumbling blocks 
at the right moments in the game situation. Therefore, a user-centric game design approach is 
recommend to design a Serious Game. Aside from the expected learners it is important to integrate 
education experts, domain experts and in-house strategic decision-makers in the design process early 
as well.   

One of the most effective and meaningful advantages of Serious Games is the direct feedback of the 
players’ actions in the game situation. Experiencing consequences, progress and the effectiveness of 
their own actions has a direct impact on their intrinsic motivation. The consequent monitoring of skills 
in the game situation accompanies learners on their way to self-awareness regarding their own 
strengths and weaknesses.  

4.2 Requirement for organizational integration 
Companies wanting to use Serious Games for operational training need to be aware of the fact that 
the gaming environment needs to be adapted and refined continuously. It needs to grow parallel to its 
users’ competence development. To build up necessary skills and to define concrete responsible 
persons for the further development of the game situation in the own company is necessary to ensure 
success in the long term. Furthermore, Serious Games have to be integrate into the overall in-house 
competence development process. Corresponding commitment is a necessary condition for this.  

Previous experiences with games of different kinds are generally very considerable. The development 
efforts in terms of development time and development costs are in no way comparable here though. 
All parties participating in the development, implementation and usage of Serious Games need to be 
aware of this aspect.  

A fundamental problem in the whole training sector has always been the vague quantification of the 
use of training measures. The anticipated success of qualification measures, though, is often decisive 
for decisions on the investment in vocational education. Here, the high scalability of a Serious Game 
and its adaption and supplementation with comparatively low expenditure, e.g. by way of databases or 
interfaces, have to be considered. These reasons can be fundamental to the decision to accept high 
initial costs.  
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